《The Mysterious CEO》
47 'sDid you cancel your engagement with the daughter of Mr Fan?'s
Song Tianxin worriedly looked towards Mo Jinnan. Didn't they agree to wait for some
time? Then they would announce their engagement. Then all of a sudden, why would
he want to send her to Country M?
Mo Jinnan saw her look and understood what she was thinking that he was going to
abandon her again. So he hurriedly explained her "Baby… It's not that what you are
thinking. It's for your safety. You have to live in Country M for some time like Miss
Lu. Afterwards, I will bring you back".
Song Tianxin curiously asked "How much time?"
Of course, they already separated for a whole one year and more waiting was like
killing for her. Nevertheless, she also knew that it wasn't Mo Jinnan's fault that he
belonged to the Underworld, after all, it wasn't up to him to decide in which
environment he would like to born. If he had a choice, then he wouldn't have definitely
chosen this life, same goes to Si Li.
"Maximum five years," Si Li said. He knew that it was difficult for Mo Jinnan to reply.
Obliviously, in five years, the world surely changed into a new one. What if Song
Tianxin like someone else in this period?
Song Tianxin was startled, five years was the big period of time and there was no
guarantee that they would be together. What if Mo Jinnan changed his mind again?
Although she can't do anything about it. She just hoped that these five years pass out
as soon as, then they would be together for the rest of the life.

Therefore, she reluctantly replied, "Okay, I will go".

After hearing her replied, Mo Jinnan sighed a relief, he thought Song Tianxin would
surely reject his decision.
"Okay, now tell me. How did you know about my relationship with Lu Lan?" Si Li
came to the pointed.

Actually, he wanted to ask yesterday only, but because of Little Champ's fever and Lu
Lan's matter with Shin Industries, he didn't get time and today morning he got a call
from Mo Jinnan that he wanted to be with Song Tianxin back, so the timing was right
now.
"Actually, I saw both of you in the mall few months before. At that time, I didn't think
so much, but when I met Miss Lu in Tex Corporation. I saw few bodyguards were
tailing her. Then I saw her pale face when she came out of your office that day. I
understand what was going on". Song Tianxin explained.
"Bodyguards?" Si Li narrowed his eyes. He never sent any bodyguards, before Lu Lan
went to Country M, then who were they?
Mo Jinnan understood what Si Li was thinking, but in present of Song Tianxin, they
can't discuss anything.
"Okay, baby. You should go home now. You have to leave for Country M tomorrow
morning" Mo Jinnan softly said.
Song Tianxin understood that they wanted to discuss something, so she nodded and
stood up to leave.
However, she after a few steps, she remembered something, so she turned around and
asked in a clear voice "Did you cancel your engagement with the daughter of Mr
Fan?"
Mo Jinnan was slightly taken aback, he knew that Song Tianxin was still unsecured
about their relationship.
Seeing Mo Jinnan's stunned face, she understood that he didn't. She wasn't wanted to
discuss their private matter before Si Li, so she left from the office without a word.
Si Li saw Mo Jinnan's frowned face then he propounded him "Go handle your problem
first. I will handle my problem".
Mo Jinnan nodded his head and left.

